
 

The Dobie Decompression Period 
 

Bonding Time with Your New Rescue Dog 
 

Set your new rescue Doberman up for success as you integrate him or her into your life. Hint: Take it 

slow! 

 

First, if you already have pets, read the Slow Introduction Process. This is CRITICAL to prioritize. Then, 

consider how important also allowing a decompression period can be. We’ll use Duke the Doberman as 

an example. 

 

You adopt Duke and everyone is excited - you, your family, the rescue, and the dog too! The day you 

bring him home you want to show Duke the neighborhood, and take him to pick out new toys at PetCo. 

Duke seems so happy and well-adjusted that later the same evening, you want to meet friends at that 

awesome new restaurant with a dog-friendly patio. The next day, your aunt and her kids will stop over at 

your house to meet the new guy. WAIT!  

 

No matter how good of a dog Duke is, and how well adjusted, he NEEDS a bonding period with you; it 

also works as a decompression period, think of it as  “down time” where he’s not focusing on lots of extra 

outside stimulation, instead Duke is focusing on you and your expectations of him. For some dogs this is 

one week (minimum), and for others it can be weeks to months. Duke’s been through who knows what in 

his past, he’s been bounced between homes, met countless new people, and now is home with you, after 

just leaving his foster home - a home that he thought was his permanent home. Duke wants to trust you, 

but he simply hasn’t had enough bonding time with just YOU yet. 

 

During the bonding period, Duke is taking in the new environment, the people in it, and is learning who 

the "leaders" are in his new home. Pushing Duke to experience too many things too fast can make even a 

well adjusted dog really nervous, and it can make Duke feel that HE has to make decisions for himself 

which you DON'T want. Dogs who feel the need to make decisions for themselves are dogs who "act out" 

or "misbehave." It is your responsibility to Duke and as a dog owner to make sure that Duke looks to you 

for direction and guidance.  

 

How does it work? 
DRAG A LEASH 

● For the first week or two, have Duke DRAG A LEASH at all times when he is not crated. Many 

people like to use lighter leashes, or temporary leashes for this. A long line is helpful for time in 

the yard. Letting Duke have full freedom of your home and yard is telling him to do whatever he 

pleases and right now, and he is not ready for that. If he’s left free reign of the house and yard, 

he won’t learn what he shouldn’t get into, where he should go potty, where his dog toys are, 

and what aren’t his toys. 
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● Extra: In advanced versions of the Decompression Period (or for dogs that have behavior issues 

or are fearful), Duke may not only be leashed, but tethered to the foster or adopter at all times 

outside of the crate. Reach out to DHDR if you think this may apply to you.  

 

CRATE TIME 

● Give Duke plenty of positive crate time while you are home, and always when you are not home. 

If Duke has extreme crate anxiety, work with a trainer. Make sure the crate is in a safe place. 

Some dogs feel best tucked away. Others like to be somewhat near the action. Choose the place 

that results in the most calm behavior in the crate.  

● Allow Duke 20-30 minute intervals of time in and out of the crate, AFTER exercise/yard times. 

For instance, take Duke out for 20-30 minutes, then crate him for about 20-30 minutes. Duke is 

not crated for an excessive amount of time and still gets to learn you and the household. As time 

progresses, the intervals can be increased as Duke relaxes to help him adjust to a more accurate 

routine. Ignore crying and/or barking, and reach out if crate training is an issue.  

● Tip: Often times, when a new dog is having trouble adjusting, acting out, or an owner/foster is 

struggling, we find that the dog as too much freedom, and too little crate time.  

 

AVOID TRAINING  

● The decompression phase is all about expectations and bonding, not corrections and obedience.  

● Don’t worry about formal training, yet. Interactions with the Duke at this point should be 

positive to strengthen the bond. This is another GREAT reason to have Duke leashed at all times. 

● What if Duke acts up? It is ok to show him what he should be doing. For example, if he jumps on 

the furniture without being allowed, gently take the leash and guide him off. If he runs with 

arousal along the back wall, redirect him, grab his leash, and show him other options. This 

prevents harsh corrections and collar grabs when the dog is just getting to know you.  

● For mental exercise, you can spend time working on fun skills like “watch me,” and “touch.”  

 

TAKE IT SLOW 

● During this period, do not take Duke on walks*, car rides*, public excursions, to pet stores, to 

restaurants, etc. He is bonding with you, and is not ready to be overwhelmed.  

● Avoid having new visitors over outside of your family during the decompression period. If you 

must, allow Duke to go to his quiet place. 

● Be careful with your body language. We all love to get kisses, snuggles, and love from our dogs. 

Even if Duke is giving friendly signals, spending too much time in Duke’s face, or hanging on 

Duke, may stress him out. Give him space.  

 

*Parallel leash walks in quiet areas (for the Slow Intro Process) or trips to the vet are exceptions to this 

part of the process.  
 
 

That all seems like a LOT of work, right?! It is! But a week or two will go by quickly, and save you a ton of 

work down the road!  
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